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Transport Poverty
Lack of access to 
services and 
opportunities

Transport Affordability

CRES

‘car-related economic stress’ 
(Mattioli & Colleoni, 2016)

car-owning households who need 
to spend a disproportionately high 
share of their income to get where 
they need to go, with negative 
consequences in terms of 
restricted activity spaces and/or 
spending cuts in other essential 
areas



Indicators

1. A material deprivation-based  
indicator of CRES

2. A ‘low-income high-costs’ 
indicator of CRES 

3. A spatial index of vulnerability 
to fuel price increases 

Data

1. EU-SILC 2005-2014 (UK)

2. Living Costs and Food Survey 
(LCFS) 2006-2014 (UK) 

3. Anonymised MOT tests and 
results data, income data and 
accessibility statistics (England)
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Outline – empirical work



Households who cannot afford at least 3 of the following:
1. to face unexpected expenses; 
2. one week annual holiday away from home; 
3. to pay for arrears (mortgage or rent, utility bills 

or hire purchase instalments); 
4. a meal with meat, chicken or fish every second day;
5. to keep home adequately warm
6. to have a washing machine
7. to have a colour TV
8. to have a telephone
9. to have a personal car

Material deprivation 
(EU-SILC definition)
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Economic 
strain

Enforced lack of durables



1. A material deprivation-
based  indicator of CRES
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Data: EU-SILC



“Car, MD” households: 
deprivation profile (2014)

• Precarity: 
 99% “unable to face unexpected financial expenses”
 95% “difficult to make ends meet” 

• Fuel poverty: 
 49% “cannot afford to keep home adequately warm” 
 80% fuel poor (subjective indicator, Thomson & Snell, 2013)

• (Under-)employment: 
 16% are “working poor” 
 15% have “low work intensity” 

• Debt: 
 51% “credit cards with uncleared balance” (2008)
 arrears on utility bills (41%), loan payments (21%)
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Indicators

1. A material deprivation-based  
indicator of CRES

2. A ‘low-income high-costs’ 
indicator of CRES 

3. A spatial index of vulnerability 
to fuel price increases 

Data

1. EU-SILC 2005-2014 (UK)

2. Living Costs and Food Survey 
(LCFS) 2006-2014 (UK) 

3. Anonymised MOT tests and 
results data, income data and 
accessibility statistics (England)
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Outline – empirical work



2. A LIHC indicator of 
Car-Related Economic Stress (UK)
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Data: Living Costs and Food Survey 2014



Trends 2006-2014
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Trends 2006-2014
(among poor households – AHC)
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Who are the households in 
CRES?

LIHC (2007-2014)
(vs. LILC)

• 30s-40s
• Employed (full/part time)

 Small employers and own account workers

• Male-headed
• (semi)detached housing 
• House owners / with mortgage
• Rural areas

“Car, MD” (2012)
(vs. “cannot afford car”)

• 40-50 years old 
• Medium-high work intensity
• Male-headed
• Large household size
• Mobility difficulties 
• House mortgage
• 40% housing cost burden
• (Semi-)detached housing
• Thinly populated area



Vulnerability to motor fuel 
price increases

Source: 
DBEIS, 2016

Policy-
driven

Market-
driven

Motor fuel and oil prices, UK 1990-2016



Vulnerability to motor fuel 
price increases

• Vulnerability ≠ current economic stress 

• Need to take into account possible responses 

• Adaptive capacity, resilience 

• Much research on spatial patterns of vulnerability (e.g. Dodson & Sipe, 
2007)…

• …not so much on the social patterning – but research on household-
level price elasticity (e.g. Wadud et al., 2010)



Price elasticity

-0.400

-1.029

-0.580

-0.478
Data: Living 

Costs and Food 
Survey 2014



Indicators

1. A material deprivation-based  
indicator of CRES

2. A ‘low-income high-costs’ 
indicator of CRES 

3. A spatial index of vulnerability 
to fuel price increases 

Data

1. EU-SILC 2005-2014 (UK)

2. Living Costs and Food Survey 
(LCFS) 2006-2014 (UK) 
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3. A spatial index of vulnerability 
to fuel price increases 
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‘Oil vulnerability’ research (Dodson & Sipe, 2007). 
3 components (Büttner et al., 2013; Leung et al., 2016):

1. Exposure: cost burden ratio = per household expenditure on fuel / 
median income

2. Sensitivity: median income

3. (Short-term) Adaptive Capacity: travel time to 8 key services by
public transport / walking

Lower Super-Output Areas (LSOAs) = 400 – 1,200 households



England, 2011
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1. Exposure 2. Sensitivity 3. Adaptive capacity

Sources: Anonymised MOT tests and results, Experian Median Income data, UK Government Accessibility Statistics (2011)



England, 2011
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English city regions, 2011

London West Midlands Greater Manchester West Yorkshire



• CRES: 6-9% of households in 2014 (1.6-2.5 million) – peak in 2012 

• Spatial patterns: low density areas, (semi)detached housing, North of 
England

• Different from other low-income households / who cannot afford cars: 
‘on the edges of inclusion? Link with in-work poverty? Certain stage of 
the family life-cycle? 

• Inelastic demand for fuel: unable to reduce consumption

• Overlap of different types of economic stress (domestic energy, 
housing)? 22

CRES in UK: 
Summary of the Findings
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https://teresproject.wordpress.com/
@TranspPoverty
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/currentbr-research-projects/mot/
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